NOTES:
1. MAXIMUM RECOMMENDED STROKE .502
2. FOR USE WITH THE 254 TOOL, USE ATTACHMENT P/N 118400-1 AND STROKE LIMITER 118602
3. FOR USE WITH 2582 TOOL, USE ATTACHMENT P/N 118400-1 AND STROKE LIMITER KIT 118888
4. FOR OTHER TOOLS AND/OR OTHER TOOL AND STROKE COMBINATIONS, CONSULT ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
5. SHIP WITH STOP 128747
6. 130833: PIN TAIL CATCHER KIT AVAILABLE WHICH CONSISTS OF:
   - 130830 UNITIZED DEFLECTOR
   - 130754 ADJUSTMENT SCREW
   - 130753 PIN TAIL CATCHER
   - 508035 SPRING
7. 122725 UNITIZED CHUCK JAW AVAILABLE
   - APPLY LOCTITE 243 TO THREADS